With their new pastor they formed what they call the Tribulation Force, a core group determined to challenge the forces of evil during the Tribulation period predicted in the Bible. Meanwhile, Cameron—"Buck"—Williams, a senior staff writer for the prestigious newsmagazine Global Weekly, was on a quest of his own. They simply vanished, leaving behind everything material: clothes, eyeglasses, contact lenses, hairpieces, hearing aids, fillings, jewelry, shoes, even pacemakers and surgical pins. Millions vanished. But millions more remained—adults, but no children, and only a few young teens. With their new pastor they formed what they call the Tribulation Force, a core group determined to challenge the forces of evil during the Tribulation period predicted in the Bible. Meanwhile, Cameron—"Buck"—Williams, a senior staff writer for the prestigious newsmagazine Global Weekly, was on a quest of his own. The odds are, only one of the four members of the Tribulation Force will survive the next seven years. But only Bruce has more than a hint of the terror to come. Tribulation Force is #2 in the phenomenal New York Times best-selling Left Behind series that rocked the publishing world and made millions think seriously about the future and their places in it. With special features relating to current events and end-times prophecy. Start reading Tribulation Force on your Kindle in under a minute. The series is based on a literal reading of the Book of Revelation in the New Testament. There is something exciting going on every five minutes. In the first book millions of people disappear, and the series follows the problems faced by those who are left behind. The main characters correctly guess the disappearances to be the Rapture, where Christ takes his faithful to heaven. LaHaye, Tim - Left Behind 01 - Left Behind LaHaye Tim
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